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Great Briefs and Winning Briefs

Great briefs may merit a frame and a picture hook or a place on the
shelf bound in vellum. The author of a great brief can show it to
colleagues, confident that word of the masterpiece will make its way
throughout the firm. Lawyers who see the great brief will scramble
to make copies for their personal files. The manager of the firm’s
brief bank will be delighted by the great brief, knowing that here at
last is a submission worthy of retention, perusal and awe.

Great Briefs and Winning Briefs



Winning briefs are not great briefs. This does not mean that they 
are bad briefs. Winning briefs are not illiterate, incomprehensible, or 
filled with typographical errors. But winning briefs also are not 
suitable for binding and adding to a Great Books collection. Winning 
briefs are puny things—not comprehensive but focused. A judge can 
carry one home in a coat pocket.

Hermann and Jenks, Great Briefs and Winning Briefs, 
Litig., Summer 1993

Great Briefs and Winning Briefs



“Advice to an Advocate”

“Be brief, be pointed; let your matter stand 

Lucid, in order, solid, and at hand; 

Spend not your words on trifles, but condense; 

Strike with mass of thoughts, not drops of sense[.]”

– Justice Joseph Story (1779–1845)
Advocacy and the King's English



Tell a story
(as humankind has for millennia)

Photo credit:
Martin Lewison



Not everyone is Shakespeare, but everyone 
can follow the basic rules of good writing



You don't want to be this guy:

7th Circ. Sets Fee Penalty For Atty Who Filed 'Monstrosity', Law360 (January 22, 
2020)

https://www.docketalarm.com/cases/US_Court_of_Appeals_Seventh_Circuit/1
8-3206/Edith_McCurry_v._Kenco_Logistic_Services_LLC_et_al/48/

https://www.docketalarm.com/cases/US_Court_of_Appeals_Seventh_Circuit/18-3206/Edith_McCurry_v._Kenco_Logistic_Services_LLC_et_al/48/


Better Brief Writing
(which also helps people who read on screens)

Bibliography

• General Writing, Grammar, and Word Usage

• Brief Writing

• Typography





Write Like a Blogger

Begin with a bang
(Be catchy in your lede)

Don't bury the lede

Consider using a style guide



Write Like a Blogger

Face it – you have a capitalization problem

Eric Magnuson and Lisa L. Beane, Briefly: How Not to Yell 
at the Court (Feb. 18, 
2019) http://legalnews.com/detroit/1470707

• Minnesota Lawyer

• Detroit Legal News

http://legalnews.com/detroit/1470707


Write Like a Blogger

Use visual cues

Keep sentences and paragraphs short

Footnotes?

“Having to read footnotes resembles having to go 
downstairs to answer the door while in the midst of 
making love.” - Noël Coward



Write Like a Blogger

Repetition vs. Redundancy

Consider using editing tools

WordRake

PerfectIt



10 Tips for Better Writing
(especially in the age of screen reading)

• Rethink font style

• Increase font size

• Increase side margins

• Reduce footnotes

• Create extra white space

• Use headings and sub-headings

• Use bullets and lists

• Be short

• Use graphics

• Follow the rules





How courts are dealing with it







ABA: E-brief Functionality



CLERK OF COURT
UNITED STATES COURT OF 

APPEALS FOR THE FIFTH 
CIRCUIT

20



5th CIRCUIT CM/ECF FILING 
INITIATIVES

Electronic Record on Appeal (EROA)

Brief Templates

Electronic Filer Document Check

Automatic Compliance Review at Docketing
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ELECTRONIC RECORD
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BRIEF TEMPLATES



BRIEF TEMPLATES



CHECK PDF DOCUMENT
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IMMEDIATE NOTICE 
OF POSSIBLE ERRORS



Hyperlinks to Other Resources

Cites to:

• The record

• Case law 

• Statutes

• Appendices

• Other matter documents (E-filing URLs)

• Items to which courts may give judicial notice



Automated Tools



Screen Writing for Screen Reading



Not superficial; 
this is advocacy



Of course. 
Substance is essential.



. . . but presentation matters.



Dressing for Court



Speaking to Courts



Writing for Courts







Writing for paper



Writing for screens



Mid-Century Workflow



1980s Workflow



1990s – 2000s Workflow



2020s Workflow



“The iPad was a game 
changer for me.” 

“With it, I can work from 
anywhere as long as I 
have wifi access.”

Richard C. Wesley
Second Circuit Court of Appeals

Source

http://abovethelaw.com/2014/08/todays-tech-a-federal-judge-and-his-ipad-part-1/


~2011: Clerks taught how to 
use iPad 

“Now I use it all the time!”

“And now, so do many of my 
fellow judges . . . .” 

Source

http://abovethelaw.com/2014/08/todays-tech-a-federal-judge-and-his-ipad-part-1/


Judicial Retreat:

“Judge Lynch and I did a 
demonstration”

• mark up PDFs 

• memos with hyperlinked cases

Every Second Circuit order:

 Before retreat = all paper

 After retreat = all PDFs

Source

http://abovethelaw.com/2014/08/todays-tech-a-federal-judge-and-his-ipad-part-1/


“[J]udges were . . . comfortable
with PDFs.” 

“[W]e immediately reduced the 
flow of paper for a lot of the 
court’s motion practice.”

Source

http://abovethelaw.com/2014/08/todays-tech-a-federal-judge-and-his-ipad-part-1/


“I can’t read on screens!”



There’s a reason

. . . that’s less true today.



Paper = 300-600 ppi
(points per inch)



CRT = 60 ppi





LCD = 110 ppi



Over Time: Better PPI 





212 ppi 300 ppi 110 ppi



Jakob Nielsen
Usability expert

“[W]e have known for 
decades that 300 PPI 
screens offer 
dramatically faster 
reading speed than low-
density monitors.”



Better fonts



Remember Courier?





“Professional typographers 
avoid using Times New 
Roman for book-length (or 
brief-length) documents. This 
face was designed for 
newspapers, which are 
printed in narrow 
columns . . . .”

Seventh Circuit



“If you have a choice about 
using Times New Roman, 
please stop. Use something 
else. . . . Did you make your 
business cards and letterhead 
at your local copy shop? No, 
you didn’t, because you didn’t 
want them to look shoddy 
and cheap. If you cared enough 
to avoid the copy shop, then 
you care enough to avoid 
Times New Roman. Times 
New Roman connotes apathy.
You are not apathetic.”



Times New Roman (1932)

Condensed = more text per page



Default in1992

=



Default in 2007

=





Paper = Serif
(e.g., Book 
Antiqua)

Conventional Wisdom

Screens = Sans Serif
(e.g.,  Arial)





Rules require serifs

Fed. R. App. P.  32(a)

(5) Typeface. . . .

a. A proportionally 
spaced face must 
include serifs, but sans-
serif type may be used 
in headings and 
captions.

7th Cir. Typography

Studies have shown that long 
passages of serif type are easier
to read and comprehend than 
long passages of sans-serif type. 
The rule accordingly limits the 
principal sections of submissions 
to serif type, although sans-serif 
type may be used in headings 
and captions. 



But what if 
documents are 
consumed digitally?





But we don’t know 
how judges will read 
briefs — paper or
screens.

What can we do?



There’s a font [set] and 
technology for that.



Forbes Article Dec. 2013

“We believed that more and 
more documents would 
never be printed but would 
solely be consumed on a 
digital device.”

Joe Friend
Microsoft

http://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2013/12/18/why-did-microsoft-change-the-default-font-to-calibri/


Forbes Article Dec. 2013

“To support digital 
consumption, the new fonts 
were created to improve
screen readability. They 
[Microsoft employees] do 
this via a technology called 
ClearType.”

Joe Friend
Microsoft

http://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2013/12/18/why-did-microsoft-change-the-default-font-to-calibri/


No ClearType ClearType

LCDs: ClearType



PDFs have similar tech



ClearType Fonts?

Serif Sans Serif

Fed. R. App. P.  
32(a)(5)
A proportionally 
spaced face must 
include serifs



Lawyers currently write for paper



. . . for judges and clerks 
who read on screens.



Shifting culture 



How do we read Websites?



Eye-tracking studies



F Patterns



“[E]ye tracking supports 
that users do not read all
of the content on a Web 
page.”

—Usability.gov  



“The use of content that 
fits an F-shaped pattern 
(such as headings
followed by paragraphs or 
bullet points) increases
the likelihood that they 
will be encountered by a 
user who is skimming a 
web page.”

—Usability.gov  



“[U]tilize techniques for 
making content easier to 
read. 
• Highlight keywords,
• use headings,
• write short paragraphs, 

and 
• utilize lists.”

—Usability.gov  



Changing Court Culture



Judges are people 



At home, judges read online.



More so for Millennial and Gen Z clerks



Home → Screen 
Work → Screen

One keeps the same brain.





Our screen habits have emerged



“Master copy” is electronic, not paper



Clerks draw from briefs. 



So make them functional.



“Scan to PDF” vs. “Print to PDF”



Typography:
Don’t take our word for it.



Objective Standards, 
NOT Subjective Tastes.



Building cars? 
Ask professionals.



Building documents?



Ask professionals.



Effective Written Advocacy
Through Typography



Traditional (and valid) 
typography considerations

. . . that most lawyers ignore:



Font choice

Not choosing (keeping the default) is a choice.





But don’t most courts require
Times New Roman?



No.

Nearly all require only serif fonts.

Sans Serif



Fed. R. App. P.  32(a)

(5) Typeface.  . . .

a. A proportionally spaced face must 
include serifs, but sans-serif type may 
be used in headings and captions.





Spacing



“Double spaced”

Supreme Court R. 33:  “every document . . . double spaced”

Fed. R. App. P. 32(a)(4):  “text must be double-spaced”

Minn. L. R. 7.1(f):  “typewritten and double-spaced”



Word “double space” = 2.3x
12 pt font = 30 pt spacing

True “double space” = 2.0x
12 pt font = 24 pt spacing



2x 12 pt = 24 pt 
2x 12 pt ≠ 30 pt 

“Double Space”

30pt SpacingTrue double space



“Double space” = 2.0x
12 pt font = 24 pt spacing

“Double space” = 2.33x
12 pt font = 30 pt spacing

What do courts mean?



Tablets are smaller.

More (readable) lines per page are better.



“For most text, the 
optimal line spacing is 
between 120% and 
145% of the point size.”

14pt font = 17-20pt spacing

Line Spacing: 1.2x to 1.45x



Line Spacing

Eric Magnuson, Briefly: Line dancing for lawyers, Minnesota 
Lawyer (September 17, 2015), 
https://minnlawyer.com/2015/09/17/briefly-line-dancing-for-
lawyers/

CafeX Communications, Inc. vs. Amazon Web Services, Inc., No. 
17-cv-01349, Order for Sanctions (S.D.N.Y March 30, 2017),
https://ecf.nysd.uscourts.gov/doc1/127119996536

https://minnlawyer.com/2015/09/17/briefly-line-dancing-for-lawyers/
https://ecf.nysd.uscourts.gov/doc1/127119996536


Headings

• More white space before than after

• Keep with next 

• Slightly larger (1pt) than body text



Margins



Translating typography 
considerations to screens



Tablets are smaller than 8.5” x 11” pages



Narrower: Smaller Margins?



Top/Bottom Margins



Footnotes?



Simplify



Resist the temptation to make more



You need less.



Hyperlinks in briefs

Potentially thousands of pages (within page limits)



Skimmable and digestible



Make your decisionmaker’s job easier



Apply those concepts to screens



Questions?



FIN
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